End-of-Year Committee Reports  Due April 29, 2005

Academic Year: 2004-2005

Committee Name: Student Activities

Committee Chair: Ming Her and Alice Pierce

Committee Members: Mohammad Aslam, Kim Bennekin, Beryle Boyd, Gloria Hitchcock, Sharon Keener, Zacchaeus Oguntebi, and Jackie Spann

MEETINGS

Dates of Committee Meetings:

See attached for work done in subcommittees and done by email

Attach Minutes of Each Meeting.

Have attached 2 emails to committee after Ming and I had phone meeting on 9/29/04
Each campus has listed student activities at their campus.

Have minutes been sent to webmaster for posting to the web? Yes___XX____ No___

Has the CCO for this course been reviewed, dated and sent to the Executive Committee Chair and the webmaster? Not Applicable

TEXTBOOK INFORMATION  Not Applicable

ASSESSMENT  Not Applicable

CHARGES

List the committee charges for the year and indicate the progress of each charge.

1. Encourage the development of Math Teams and Math Clubs on each campus.

   Clarkston, Decatur, and Dunwoody continue to have Math Clubs and to send math teams to the Gainesville College Math Tournament. Zacch Oguntebi reports that Lawrenceville is looking into starting a Math Club next academic year. Gloria Hitchcock (Rockdale) said that they might be able to start a Math Club after they move to the new Newton County campus.

   Clarkston Math Club advisor – Jackie Spann
Decatur Math Club advisors – Ming Her and Sohayla Mohebbi
Dunwoody Math Club advisors – Kim Bennekin, Jessica Craig, Iason Rusodimos, and Barrett Walls

2. Coordinate the AMATYC Student Math League Tests for each campus.

A web site was created with date, time, and location on each campus where each round of the SML test would be given. It also listed dates, times, and room numbers for prep sessions on each campus. It also had links to the AMATYC SML web page and to old SML tests and solutions.

Fall 2004 test - 89 GPC students took it
Clarkston 17, Decatur 13, Dunwoody 12, Lville 30, Rockdale 17

GPC ranked # 2 nationally and ranked #1 in Southeast region.
Individual nationally, #14 Ben Wu (Rockdale), #15 Mitch Costley (Rockdale), #25 Hai Dang (Dunwoody), #25 Jackson Tanis (Dunwoody), #45 Max Bernardy (Rockdale)

Spring 2005 test - 55 GPC students took it
Clarkston 7, Decatur 21, Dunwoody 4, Lville 16, Rockdale 7

GPC ranked # 4 nationally and ranked #1 in Southeast region.
Individual nationally, #8 Mitch Costley (Rockdale), #25 Max Bernardy (Rockdale), #33 Ben Wu (Rockdale), #46 Jackson Tanis (Dunwoody)

Both rounds - 19 students took both tests (Fall and Spring), 70 took Fall only, and 36 took Spring only.

GPC ranked # 3 nationally and ranked #1 in Southeast region.
Individual nationally, #7 Mitch Costley (Rockdale), #14 Ben Wu (Rockdale), #22 Max Bernardy (Rockdale), #23 Jackson Tanis (Dunwoody)

3. Encourage and coordinate involvement in the Gainesville College Math Tournament.

Clarkston, Decatur, and Dunwoody continue to send teams to the Gainesville College Math Tournament.

19 GPC students participated:
Clarkston 5 students, coach Alice Pierce, Math Club advisor Jackie Spann
Decatur 8 students and Math Club advisor Ming Her.
Dunwoody 6 students and Math Club advisors Iason Rusodimos and Barrett Walls.

The tournament has 2 parts. In the morning, students took a 90-minute multiple choice calculus test and compete as individuals. Out of 53 participants, Aragaw Akalu (Decatur) had the highest score on the test, #2 was Jackson Tanis (Dunwoody), #5 Yuval Rooz (Dunwoody), and #11 Moses Koda (Clarkston).
After lunch, problems are solved in groups (each campus had 2 teams). Out of 15 teams, Dunwoody Team2 came in first, Dunwoody Team1 was tied for 5th place, and Decatur Team1 placed 7th.

GPC was the overall winner (combo of morning and afternoon scores)

   This is done by departments at each campus.

5. Coordinate the selection process for the F. Lane Hardy scholarship. 
   26 students applied. The winner was Carrie Ann Cooke of Dunwoody.

   5 students were nominated. The winner was Olapeju Grace Aderinwale of Lawrenceville.

List any committee specific charges for the next academic year.

1. Promote Math Clubs and their activities at Clarkston, Decatur, and Dunwoody. 
   Encourage the development of Math Teams and Math Clubs at Lawrenceville and Rockdale.
2. Coordinate the AMATYC Student Math League Tests for each campus.
3. Encourage and coordinate involvement in the Gainesville College Math Tournament.
4. Coordinate the selection process for the F. Lane Hardy scholarship.
6. Continue sharing ideas for student activities and speakers.

Committee Chair Signature: Alice Eiko Pierce and Ming Her